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Welcome

● If this webinar is watched live, you will be eligible 
for 1 PE point

● With the button ‘[Ask a question]’ you can ask 
your questions directly

● For other questions, please contact your PwC 
consultant or fill in the form on pwc.nl

● Webcast and presentation will be made 
available afterwards

● Evaluation form afterwards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this webcast in the series State of Tax, Legal & People on the subject …... My name is …………. and I am your host. With me in the studio are …………...Before we start the webcast a few practical announcements.For this webcast you can obtain 1 PE point and only when you are present for the entire duration of this webcast. Your attendance percentage will be monitored automatically.The recording of the webinar can be viewed at a later time (without PE point) If you have any questions, please feel free to ask them using the chat function and we will try to answer them. The questioner remains anonymous.The slides and recording will be shared afterwards on the event page on our website

http://pwc.nl
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Agenda

1. Introduction
2. EU ETS
3. CBAM
4. Energy Tax Directive
5. Plastic taxes
6. Subsidies / public funding
7. Wrap-up
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Poll

Will your company be affected by the EU Green 
Deal in the coming 12 months?
1. Yes, significantly
2. Maybe, I cannot oversee 

the impact
3. No, not at all 
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Green taxes and incentives on top of the global agenda 

Green taxes and regulations
● Companies are facing higher costs for their carbon emissions from raw materials 
● Most companies are not sufficiently prepared to understand the potential impact of the Fit 

for 55 package on the entire value chain 

Green incentives and subsidies
● Incentives related to technical solutions and other funding opportunities are already 

available to support EU based companies on energy and business transformation projects

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inflation Reduction Act - $370bn package - supporting primarily green investments in US, with strong local contact requirement EU Green Deal Industrial Plan - €250bn package, a number of measures including the repurposing of existing EU funds, accelerating approval measures Foreign Subsidies Regulation - due to apply by mid-2023, specific powers for the Commission 
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Green Deal / Fit for 55 - overview 

Review Initiatives

European Green Deal

Carbon pricing and impose 
taxes on imported products 
will increase CO² costs and 
hence promote clean 
energy

Increased ambitions for renewable energy and 
environmental friendly solutions will positively 
contribute towards net zero

Sector specific regulations 
and H² infrastructure are 
becoming key elements

Renewable 
Energy 

Directive (RED)

Energy 
Efficiency 

Directive (EED)

Energy 
Performance 
of Buildings 

Directive
(EPBD)

CO² emission 
performance 
standards for 
cars and vans

Alternative 
Fuels 

Infrastructure

ReFuelEU
- Aviation
- Maritime

Emissions 
Trading 
System 
(ETS)

Energy Tax 
Directive 

(ETD)

Carbon 
Border 

Adjustment 
Mechanism 

(CBAM)

Effort Sharing 
Regulation 

(ESR)

CBAM
Transition 

period

ETS 
Maritime
Phase in EU ETS

Road Transport 
and built environment

2021 2023 2024 2025 2026

CBAM
Start Phase-in

2034

ETD
Initial 

implementation 
date missed

ETS 
Aviation
Revised

203020202019

Dec. 2019
EU Green 

Deal

Dec. 2020
2023 goal of 

55% reduction
Jun. 2021
EU Climate 

Law

Jul. 2021
Fit for 55
package

2027

Phase-in CBAM
EU ETS
Revised

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Aanvulling voor de speaker notes: aangegeven dat parallel aan de Green Deal ook andere ontwikkelingen hebben plaatsgevonden de afgelopen jaren die ook bijdragen aan de Klimaatambities van Europa, waaronder RePower EU (dat eigenlijk een antwoord moet bieden op het loskoppelen van gasaanvoer vanuit Rusland waarbij waterstof import nu een veel belangrijke rol gaat spelen), dat inmiddels de REDII is aangenomen en veel nieuwe inzichten geeft in wat duurzame energie is (en dat een interessant punt is dat voor de kwalificatie van groene waterstof alleen sprake mag zijn van volledig groen opgewekte energie; wat een best streng vereiste is en misschien de transitie niet goed helpt). En meer algemeen de Industrial Plan waar je dus al naar hebt gerefereerd. Dec. 2019EU Green DealEU to become the first climate neutral continent by 2050 (Communication from the Commission) and reducing emissions by 40% by 2030Dec. 20202030 goal of 55% reductionIntermediate goal of reducing emissions by 55% by 2030 was communicated to the UNFCCCJun. 2021EU Climate LawClimate neutrality by 2050 and 55% reduction by 2030 enshrined in binding legislation (Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council)Jul. 2021Fit for 55 packageProposals of the Commission to align current laws with the 2030 and 2050 ambitions RED III / Repower EU Inmiddels RED III en Repower EU (buiten ff55) aangenomen als tegenreactie op minder gas vanuit Rusland. Legal framework EU Regulation vs EU Directive EU Regulation – binding legislative act, is immediately applicable and does not overrule national law (EU ETS, CBAM)EU Directive – legislative act setting objectives that EU countries must reach and translate into their legislation within a defined timeframe (Energy Taxation Directive, Renewable Energy Directive, Energy Efficiency Directive)Approval process (EU Parliament, Commission and Council)Taxation based measures require unanimity (Energy Taxation Directive)Environmental measures require ‘qualified majority’ (EU ETS, CBAM, Renewable Energy Directive, Energy Efficiency Directive)
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EU ETS02
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EU ETS

Cap and trade - a time tested method
● The EU ETS sets a maximum allowable amount of 

emissions over a certain period of time in the EU.
● The EU ETS operates on top of this fixed limit, and 

uses a price mechanism to incentivise a reduction in 
carbon emissions.

● Insight: by limiting the amount of total emissions 
(the cap), the market decides the most cost-effective 
manner of achieving the reductions (the trade).

● 4 phases: increasing sectoral scope and rate of 
cap reduction

Phase I 
(2005/2007)

Phase II 
(2008/2012)

Phase III 
(2013/2020)

Phase IV 
(2021/2030)

“Pilot” Kyoto first commitment Kyoto second 
commitment;

Paris Agreement; 

EU Green Deal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discuss advantage over a carbon tax? 
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EU ETS - Main proposed changes

Emission cap reduction
Mechanism to increase the rate of emissions’ reduction over time
Previous rules
● Phase III: 1.74%/year
● Phase IV: 2.2%/year

Preliminary deal’s impact
● Proposal: increase the 

annual reduction rate of the 
cap by 4.3 % per year from 
2024 to 2027 and 4.4% 
from 2028 to 2030 (‘linear 
reduction factor').

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To achieve this stronger reduction of 62%, the legislators agreed on a rebasing of emissions: 90 million EUA are taken out of the market in 2024 with another 27 million EUA following in 2026. In addition, the entire emission cap will be reduced by 4.3% annually from 2024 to 2027. From 2028 onwards this linear reduction factor (LRF) will rise to 4.4%. As expected, the market stability reserve (MSR) will continue to take out 24% of surplus EUAs.If you continue the linear reduction of 4.4% from 2030 this means the cap of available emissions will be down to nil in 2039. There are discussion about negative emissions from BECCS and DACCs should be become part of EU ETS, but no concrete proposal on this yet.
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Adding the Maritime sector to EU ETS

Further proposals…
• The agreement covers 100 percent of the 

emissions of intra-European routes and 50 
percent of the emissions on routes between 
EU ports and the RoW.

• The agreement takes into account 
geographical specificities and proposes 
transitional measures for small islands, ice 
class ships and journeys relating to 
outermost regions and public service 
obligations.

Exemptions…
• Certain member states with a 

relatively high number of shipping 
companies will in addition receive 
3.5% of the ceiling of the auctioned 
allowances to be distributed.

• Little is currently known about 
industry exemptions (if any), which 
were previously proposed. 

Implementation… 
• Gradual introduction of obligations for 

shipping companies to surrender 
allowances: Phasing in: 40% for verified 
emissions from 2024, 70% for 2025 and 
100% for 2026.

• Agreed to include non-CO2 emissions 
(i.e. methane and N2O) in the MRV from 
2024 and in the EU ETS from 2026.

Applies to…
• Vessels of 5,000 gross tonnage (gt)

and above to monitor, report and verify 
(MRV) their CO2 emissions (already in 
place since 1 January 2018), and will 
be part of the EU ETS from 2024. 

• General cargo vessels and offshore 
vessels between 400-5,000 gt will be 
included in the MRV from 2025 and 
their inclusion in the EU ETS will be 
reviewed in 2026.
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EU ETS II  - Road transport and built environment 

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 …2034

Mechanism

LRF of 
5.15%

LRF of 
5.34%

Start of 
pricing

Start 
pricing if 
energy 

prices high

Latest 
inclusion 

of national 
sectors

Price cap 
at 45 

EUR/ton

Decision 
on price 

cap 
removal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Applies to…A separate EU ETS system will start in 2027 for road transport and the built environment and the usage of fuels in other, as of now not defined, sectors.Distributors that supply fuels to the buildings, road transport and certain other sectors selling fossil fuels need to buy allowances (based at the carbon price) for the emissions caused by running their business. This leads to another important not entirely finalised aspect: an emission reduction trajectory with a high annual linear reduction factor (LRF) of more than 5% should be in place from 2024 onwards to achieve a total emission reduction of compliant sectors of about 60% by 2030 compared to 2005. However, the EU ETS II will start pricing emissions only in 2027.Implementation… Free allowances are not envisaged, as the prices should be passed on to consumers.There will be a simplified MRV requirement for small fuel suppliers.Once the system has started, if the price of allowances exceeds € 45 over a certain period of time, additional allowances will be released increasing the supply on the market. Looks more like a carbon tax at first.What will they do with the funds?Part of the revenues from the auctioning will be used to support vulnerable households and micro-enterprises through a dedicated Social Climate Fund.NB: The system will start in 2027. In case the energy prices will be exceptionally high, the start will be delayed until 2028.Exemptions…The co-legislators agreed on a temporary possibility for member states to exempt suppliers from surrendering allowances until December 2030, if they are subject to a carbon tax at national level, the level of which is equivalent to or higher than the auction price for allowances in the new emission trading system.
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Poll

Increase of carbon costs will only impact 
energy intensive industries.
1. That is correct
2. Incorrect
3. I don’t know 
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CBAM03
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CBAM in a nutshell

Importers / suppliers will be faced 
with higher costs and additional 
administrative burdens. 
Depending on the possibility to pass 
through the costs will be ‘paid’ by the 
consumers or the importers. 

Imposing a carbon border tax on the 
import of certain products to the EU 
based on their embedded carbon 
content. 

Preventing carbon leakage by 
creating an equal playing field 
between EU producers and non-EU 
producers. 

Who is affected by CBAM?
Business partners of 
these ‘other producers’

What is the mechanism?
Ensure everyone pays 
the same price for carbon

What is the purpose of 
this regulation?
Level the playing field to 
protect domestic production

CBAM is a new topic that will have a significant impact on businesses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The proposed product categories covered for the scope of CBAM are iron and steel, mineral products, aluminum, fertilisers, electricity, hydrogen, certain precursors as well as to some downstream products such as screws and bolts and similar articles of iron or steel (an extension to further product categories likely in the future).
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Timeline

December 2019

• CBAM announced as part of EU Green Deal

July 2021

• CBAM proposal by EU Commission

March 2022

• CBAM proposal by EU Council

Until end of 2022

• Trialogue meetings between European Commission, Parliament and Council - Finalization of CBAM design by the EU

October 2023

• Start of transitionally operational CBAM and obligatory emission reporting

January 2026

• Start phase-in CBAM resulting in actual cash impact 
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A lot of goods will be covered by CBAM

CBAM 
products

● Unwrought (HS 7601) 
● Powders (HS 7603)
● Bars (HS 7604) 
● Wire (HS 7605)
● Plates (HS 7606)
● Foil (HS 7607)
● Tubes (HS 7608)
● Fittings (HS 76090000)
● Structures (HS 7610)
● Reservoirs (HS 76110000)
● Casks (HS 7612)
● Containers (HS 76130000)
● Stranded (HS 7614) 
● Other articles (HS 7616)

Aluminium*

CBAM will also apply to processed products from 
those goods as resulting from the inward 
processing procedure when they are imported 
into the EU.

Potential extension of scope to organic 
chemicals and polymers in 2026 - yet to be 
decided during transition period. 

*List of goods for which only direct emissions will be taken into account, 
pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Draft Regulation (ANNEX IA).

● Agglomerated iron ores / concentrates 
(HS 26011200)*

Precursors

● Kaolin and other kaolinic clays (HS 250700)*
● Clinkers (HS 25231000)
● White Portland (HS 25232100) 
● Other Portland (HS 25232900) 
● Aluminous (HS 25233000) 
● Other hydraulic (HS 25239000)

Mineral Products

● Hydrogen (HS 28041000)

Inorganic Chemicals*
● Iron & steel (HS 72 – incl. 72021, 72024 

and 72026 but excl. 7204)
● Sheet piling (HS 7301) 
● Railway (HS 7302)
● Tubes of cast iron (HS 730300) 
● Tubes other than case iron (HS 7304) 
● Other tubes (HS 7305)
● Other tubes and hollow profiles (HS 

7306) 
● Tube fittings (HS 7307)
● Structures (HS 7308)
● Reservoirs (HS 7309)
● Tanks (HS 7310)
● Containers (HS 7311) 
● Screws, Bolts, etc. ((HS 7318)
● Other articles (HS 7326)

Iron & steel*

● Electrical energy (HS 27160000)

Electricity

● Nitric acid (HS 28080000)
● Ammonia (HS 28141000 / 28142000)*
● Nitrates of potassium (HS 28342100) 
● Mineral or chemical, nitrogenous (HS 3102) 
● Mineral or chemical, nitrogen, phosphorus 
● and potassium (HS 3105)

Fertilisers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
@Claudia - ik kan hier dan nog kort ingaan op de mogelijke extension of scope per 2026 met organic chemicals en per 2030 met volledige gelijkschakeling met alle producten in de EU ETS
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Customs classification of screws

General rules for the interpretation of the Combined Nomenclature
Classification of goods in the Combined Nomenclature shall be governed by the following principles: 

1. The titles of sections, chapters and sub-chapters are provided for ease of reference only; for 
legal purposes, classification shall be determined according to the terms of the headings 
and any relative section or chapter notes and, provided such headings or notes do not 
otherwise require, according to the following provisions. 

2. (a) Any reference in a heading to an article shall be taken to include a reference to that 
article incomplete or unfinished, provided that, as presented, the incomplete or unfinished 
article has the essential character of the complete or finished article. It shall also be 
taken to include a reference to that article complete or finished (or falling to be classified as 
complete or finished by virtue of this rule), presented unassembled or disassembled. 
(b) Any reference in a heading to a material or substance shall be taken to include a 
reference to mixtures or combinations of that material or substance with other materials or 
substances. Any reference to goods of a given material or substance shall be taken to 
include a reference to goods consisting wholly or partly of such material or substance. The 
classification of goods consisting of more than one material or substance shall be according 
to the principles of rule 3. 

1. When, by application of rule 2(b) or for any other reason, goods are prima facie classifiable 
under two or more headings, classification shall be effected as follows: 
(a) the heading which provides the most specific description shall be preferred to headings 
providing a more general description. However, when two or more headings each refer to 
part only of the materials or substances contained in mixed or composite goods or to part 
only of the items in a set put up for retail sale, those headings are to be regarded as equally 
specific in relation to those goods, even if one of them gives a more complete or precise 
description of the goods; 
(b) mixtures, composite goods consisting of different materials or made up of different 
components, and goods put up in sets for retail sale, which cannot be classified by reference 
to 3(a), shall be classified as if they consisted of the material or component which gives them 
their essential character, in so far as this criterion is applicable; 
(c) when goods cannot be classified by reference to 3(a) or (b), they shall be classified under 
the heading which occurs last in numerical order among those which equally merit 
consideration. 

1. Goods which cannot be classified in accordance with the above rules shall be classified 
under the heading appropriate to the goods to which they are most akin.

In scope

In scope

Not in scope
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CBAM process overview

Declarant

Authority

Suppliers

Verifier

Import goods &
collect CBAM data

Get collected CBAM 
data verified

You are here.

European Union Non-European Union

CBAM – A system for EU-based declarants to report and offset emissions embedded 
in goods imported from non-EU countries.*

2026

2026

Purchase
CBAM certificates

2026
1

Oct 2023

Submit CBAM 
Report 

Submit CBAM 
declaration & 
surrender CBAM 
certificates 

2026
4b

3

2
2026

4a

Oct 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data krijgen om dat krijgen is in de praktijk lastig. Tegenvraag dat het juist een incentive is voor de supplierPurchase of certificate etc. Mo / En declarant en wat de import doet claudia. Authorised CBAM declarant (moet 1 partij) => EORI
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What do you need to report

Quantity 
imported

Carbon price 
paid abroad

For each 
quarter

For each 
supplier

For each type imported 
good in scope of CBAM

Detail

Businesses are highly 
recommended to take 
action and analyze their 
individual situation now!

Content

The CBAM Report 
becomes obligatory 

in October 2023.
CBAM 
report

Direct 
emissions

Indirect 
emissions
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What about costs?

The price of the CBAM certificates will be equal to 
the carbon price set by the EU Emissions Trading 
System (ETS).

The price of CBAM certificates will fluctuate and be 
published by the EU Commission on a weekly basis.

The percentage by which the carbon price in 
the EU ETS has increased since 2020.

The carbon price is only one factor that will drive your 
CBAM -related costs. Collecting and reporting CBAM 
data is the other.

Price Forecast

EU
 c

ar
bo

n 
pe

rm
it 

pr
ic

e 
in

 E
U

R

Source: 
Trading Economics

300%

EU Emissions Trading System

2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ingaan op credit mechanisme
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Transactions that could fall under CBAM’s scope

Situation 1  
• Direct import of Chinese originating 

goods into the EU 
• Goods cleared at the border

Situation 2  
• Import of US originating goods

into CH and goods cleared in CH
• Import of unaltered (traded) goods 

into the EU and goods cleared in the EU 
– Goods keep their initial US origin

Situation 3
• US goods are moved into a bonded

warehouse in the EU; they are temporarily 
stored and removed for:
1. Import into the EU and goods are cleared
2. Shipment to Switzerland

Sample transactions 
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Impact of CBAM and / or ETS

10,000 ton 
aluminum

Average recycled aluminum
0.5 t/CO2 p/ton

Best primary aluminum
4 t/CO2 p/ton

Worst primary aluminum
20 t/CO2 p/ton

EUR 0.875 mio**

EUR 7 mio**

EUR 35 mio**

* The carbon footprint of primary aluminum varies between less than 4 tons CO2-equivalents per ton aluminum in hydropower-based regions to more than 20 tons CO2-equivalents per 
ton aluminum in coal power-based regions. The recycling process of aluminum, however, requires a lot less energy than primary aluminum production, and thus emits less CO2 -
approximately 0.5 tons CO2-equivalents per ton aluminum. https://www.climateaction.org/news/carbon-footprint-of-recycled-aluminum

** this high level calculation is based on a 100%  phased in CBAM and no free allowance under EU ETS. Not taking into account increased taxes under the ETD.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Niels: Interesting. This means that companies may have to reconsider their sourcing of base materials. Question: Will you see that certain countries will benefit from the CBAM? Answer: Yes, it may well be that for example the US (who has now a very limited import to Europe when it comes to products in scope for CBAM to EUrope) to advantage of this due to the relevative lower co2 embedded emissions in steel compared to for example India. 

https://www.climateaction.org/news/carbon-footprint-of-recycled-aluminium
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Energy Tax Directive04
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What is the aim?

● Implemented in 2003
● Main flaws identified by EC (as 

published in 2019)
○ Ongoing use of fossil fuel subsidies 

/ exemptions in EU Member States
○ Lack of alignment with other EU 

policies (e.g. EU ETS Scheme)
○ Irrelevant minimum tax rates 

● First expected to be implemented 
1 January 2023 - deadline missed

● Aims to tackle the main flaws
● Proposed to evaluate every five 

years and - if necessary – modify

Current Energy Tax Directive Revised Energy Tax Directive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Current ETD implemented in 2003Obviously not in line with the EU’s current climate target objectivesRevision to ensure that the taxation of energy products and electricity better reflects the impact they have on the climate and environment This revision was based on the main flaws identified by EC (as published in 2019)Ongoing use of fossil fuel subsidies / exemptions in EU Member StatesLack of alignment between current ETD and other EU policies (e.g. EU ETS Scheme)Minimum tax rates have lost their effectI will get back to those points later on when talking about the content of the revised ETD which obviously aims to tackle these main flawsIn terms of Implementation of the revised ETD, the initial deadline of 1 January 2023 was missed.  Latest: EP should still be consulted. At the end of last year, the European Commission, Council and Parliament at least indicated that the ETD is one of the topics on which they aim to make substantial progress.To keep the ETD a bit more up-to-date, it is intended to evaluate every 5 years and update where necessaryLet’s go to the next slide to see what are the main changes proposed in the revised ETD
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How does it work?

Taxation
based on content

List of energy
products

Minimum rates

● Energy content and environmental impact 
instead of volume, leading to sustainable 
biofuels being taxed at lower rates than 
fossil fuels

● A list of energy products is included to 
realise a unified approach

● Minimum levels of taxation are indexed 
(differentiation for motor fuels, heating 
fuels and electricity)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key change in the new ETD is that taxation is no longer related to volume, but to the environmental impact of energy productsThis basically means that for instance electricity generated by coal fired plants should be taxed at higher rate than solar energyFurther, mixed products are taxed based on the components, independent of the CN code under which the product falls as a whole - I will get back to this in my example on the next slideIn addition to this key change, the minimum tax rates are indexed to current price levels and a differentiation is applied for motor fuels, heating fuels and electricity. To avoid minimum rates getting outdated within soon, the rates will be indexed every year based on the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices from Eurostat. Last but not least a list of energy products will be introduced, that intends a unified and standardized tax approachAll in all, the proposal entails quite a drastic change in approaching energy taxation. This change however also leads to opportunities, that I will underline with the example on the next slide.
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How does it work? 

Comparison of 100 L diesel sale: under current and new Energy Taxation Directive
Alle figures in €/100 L

100.0

33.3
4.7.

17.1

46.2

18.6

2026
40% Biodiesel

100.0

38.2
4.1.

21.1

46.2

10.4.

2026
20% Biodiesel

100.0

43.0
3.5.

23.5

46.2
3.9.

2026 Diesel2022
20% Biodiesel

100.0

33.0
4.1.

46.2

37.7.

0.0

100.0

33.0
3.5.

46.2

37.3.

0.0

2022 Diesel

Customs dutyPurchase price Excise VAT Margin

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the example you see on screen, the profit margin of diesel is calculated under the current and new ETD. It takes into account the cost price, customs duties, excise, ETS and VAT.What you see is that currently, there is no differentiation in excise charged for diesel and bio-diesel as it is purely based on the volume (current minimum excise is EUR 33/100L).However, with the upcoming changes, new excise rules provide bio-diesel with a price advantage of around 50%.Diesel: EUR 10,75 per GJBiodiesel: EUR 5,38 per GJPrice advantage is due to CO2 emissions of bio-diesel typically being lesser compared to that of standard diesel.Applying the new excise and ETS prices, a 20% biofuel mix may be able to generate up to 2,5x the margins that standard diesel can generate, let alone increasing the biofuel percentage.This obviously presents tremendous opportunity for product marketing companies to competitively price their products and gain market share, whilst maintaining or even improving margins earned.
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How does it work? 

Hydrogen Battery storage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next to the updates discussed that basically cover somewhat more traditional energy carriers, several new elements are addressed as well in the revised ETDMain ones are the energy tax treatment of hydrogen and battery storage.As you all will have heard, hydrogen is expected to play an important role in the energy transition and comes in various colors, such as green hydrogen produced with sustainable sources and grey hydrogen produced with natural gas. First of all, it has been made clear that hydrogen should be taxed in alignment with natural gas. Next, it should be taxed based on its energy content. Theoretically this should lead to green hydrogen being taxed at lower rates than grey hydrogen. Another topic that is not covered in the current ETD is battery storage, that we see emerging more and more. In short, the main principle of energy taxation is that every supply is taxed. This could lead to double taxation in case of battery storage if it is taxed first when charging and taxed again when using it. To avoid double taxation, the new ETD determines that storage facilities are qualified as redistributors in itself, based on which the supply to the battery is out of scope for energy taxation. A very welcome addition to the ETD.Next to hydrogen and battery storage, the ETD is updated on several other points. I will briefly look into these changes, especially changes in exemptions and reductions.
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How does it work? 

Aircrafts and vessels
● Withdrawal of general exemptions
● Taxing intra-EU air navigation, 

intra-EU maritime and inland 
waterways navigation

● Member States may tax 
extra-EU activities in line 
with intra-EU activities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For instance aircrafts and vessels currently benefit from a general exemption of energy tax, whereas under the revised ETD these will be taxed when travelling within the EU. Next to these intra-EU movements, Member States may tax extra-EU activities as well.A minimum level of taxation for aircrafts and vessels will be introduced in a transitional period of 10 years. This basically entails starting at zero and building up to full rate in year 10.During the transitional period the minimum rate for cleaner energy sources will remain zero (e.g. sustainable biofuel, low-carbon fuels and renewable fuels).In addition to these specific updates for aircrafts and vessels, a number of other exemptions and reductions are made available in the revised ETD.
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How does it work? 

Other exemptions and reductions
● Electricity produced from specific sustainable 

sources or a number of specific sustainable 
products

● Electricity used for combined heat and power 
generation, or certain sectors (e.g. agri-, horti-
and aquacultural and forestry).

● Reductions to tackle the risk of a loss of 
international competitiveness, to incentivize 
environmental objectives and improvements 
in energy efficiency.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The revised ETD for instance provides Member States more possibilities to introduce exemptions or reductions for certain energy products insofar these are beneficial to reaching environmental goals. For example electricity produced from specific sustainable sources or combined heat and power generationWhilst of course respecting the new minimum tax rates, Member States may also implement targeted tax reductions for certain use or sectors, such as the horticultural sector.Next to these somewhat more targeted reductions and exemptions, the revised ETD still provides room for implementing general tax reductions to tackle the risk of a loss of international competitiveness and risk of distortion of the level playing field of EU energy intensive businesses. Linking back to CBAM, this should help avoiding such energy intensive companies moving out of the EU.Concluding, the revised ETD ensures that energy taxation is aligned with the most recent developments and environmental and climate objectives. The devil is in the detail though and as it is only a Directive, Member States will have some freedom to maneuver within the rules laid down in this Directive. 
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How to prepare? 

Legal framework
● Some steps to take before being adopted
● Upon adoption, the revised ETD will have 

to be transposed into domestic legislation 
by the Member States.

● Currently unclear when the revised ETD 
is expected to enter into force.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Steps to take in the legislative process, but the Commission indicated that priority is given to the ETDWhen adopted, still needs to be transposed into local legislation, providing room for debate and lobbying on a national levelUnclear when it will enter into force, this will highly depend on the progress that is made in the sometimes lengthy political process.With this insights on energy taxation, basically aiming to tax the input side, I would like to hand over to Claudia, who will elaborate a bit more on taxes looking at the output side.
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Plastic (packaging) taxes05
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● Several Member States 
already introduced EPR 
schemes for packaging waste, 
prior to the EU initiatives.

● EPR is not a tax per se, 
however, businesses pay a fee 
when an EPR scheme applies. 

● The fee generally aims to 
ensure collection, sorting, 
treatment, management and 
recycling.

● The SUPD aims to prevent 
and reduce the impact of 
certain plastic products on 
the environment.

● The Directive incorporates 
a ‘polluter pays’ principle. 
Member States must 
introduce EPR on certain 
single-use plastic products. 

Plastic (packaging) taxes in Europe | Background 

● Own Resource Decision, 
introducing a Plastic Levy 
as a new revenue source 
for the EU budget.

● Member States are required 
to contribute 800 euro per 
tonne of generated non-
recycled plastic packaging 
waste.

EU Plastic Levy SUPD EPR

There are several developments on both an EU and national level that impact plastic 
(packaging) taxes in Europe, including: 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CLAUDIA:Although plastic (packaging) taxes are a competency of the Member States and there is no coordinated approach from the EU in relation to plastic (packaging) taxes, there are EU developments that impact these taxes, such as the EU Plastic Levy and the EU Directive on single-use plastics, commonly referred to as the SUPD. As a result of these EU developments, several EU Member States are considering or recently introduced a plastic (packaging) tax. The first EU development that we would like to discuss is commonly known as the EU Plastic Levy. This  concerns the Own Resource Decision from the EU Council that introduces a plastic levy from the EU MS as a new revenue source for the EU budget. This means that Member States are required to contribute 800 euro per tonne of generated non-recycled plastic packaging waste to the EU budget. Their contribution is calculated based on Eurostat data, which is already available under existing reporting obligations. However, it is up to the Member States how to finance this levy. For example, by implementing a plastic tax on certain plastics products/packaging or by paying it from their general budget without introducing a new levy for traders.The Directive on single-use plastics aims to prevent and reduce the impact of certain plastic products on the environment. The most famous impact of the SUPD is probably the ban that was introduced on certain single use plastic products, such as plastic straws or cutlery. However, this directive also obligates the EU MS to introduce an extended producer responsibility scheme for SUP products, such as: food and beverage containers, cups, wrappers, and lightweight carrier bags. This means that producers of these products will have to cover the costs for the waste collection and cleaning up of litter related to these products. Such EPR schemes are not new for plastics or packaging products. Several Member States already introduced such EPR schemes prior to the EU initiatives. Although these EPR schemes do not introduce a tax, it is important to note that businesses will generally need to pay a fee and submit reports when such an EPR applies. As such, in practice there may be little difference between an EPR scheme and a plastic tax or contribution for businesses. Furthermore, since several Member States already introduced EPR schemes or plastic taxes, the interaction between these EU developments with existing packing taxes or EPR schemes in several Member States increases the complexity.
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Plastic (packaging) taxes in Europe | Current status
There is no coordinated approach from the EU in relation to plastic (packaging) 
taxes, resulting in different approaches for the various Member States (i.e. tax, 
EPR, national excise duty, etc.)

The following elements are important to consider, because they may differ for the  
various plastic (packaging) taxes and EPR schemes of EU Member States:

This map provides a high-level overview of countries (in black) that 
either have an EPR or tax in place for plastic packaging or that are 
considering to implement this

Taxable event and the liable Party

Scope

Exemptions and refund possibilities

Reporting obligations and registrations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SANDER:Without a coordinated approach from the EU, we see that the various MS have taken different approaches. Some countries have introduced (or are planning to introduce) an actual plastic tax, such as Spain and Italy whereas other Member States already have a national excise duty on certain plastic products or an EPR scheme in place.Due to the lack of coordination from the EU, all countries having in place a tax or comparable measure introduced these on a standalone basis. This leads to a scattered landscape in terms of some key parameters relevant for these taxes. The key differences are in the field of: Taxable event and liable party Examples of taxable events include the import, manufacturing, distribution, or entering on the market of plastic packaging. The liable person may differ per Member State, but will generally be related to the taxable event. Scope It may be that only specific types of plastic or types of packaging are dutiable.Exemptions and refund possibilities Packaging that uses recycled or recyclable plastic may be exempt or thresholds may apply before a levy is due. In addition, a refund may be possible in case the plastic packaging leaves the Member State. It is however important to also consider how this must be evidenced. Reporting obligations and registrations Information that must be reported to the authorities and registration requirements may differ per Member State.  These differences obviously raise challenges for taxpayers, that Claudia will now elaborate on.
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Plastic (packaging) taxes in Europe | Challenges

Plastic (packaging) taxes and EPR schemes in Europe are a fast-changing 
and complex legislative landscape. 

Staying up to date

To comply with reporting obligations it is important to understand the data 
requirements and assess whether this data is readily available. 

Identifying data requirements

Procedures and implementation into the ERP system can help ensure that 
a business is in control of plastic (packaging) taxes. 

ERP implementation and procedures

Plastic (packaging) taxes are strongly connected to the broader supply chain 
and other taxes, such as VAT and Customs. 

Interdependencies with the supply chain

The differences within Europe and the various 
elements to consider present multiple 
challenges for businesses. Especially, when 
operating in multiple countries: 

Interdependencies 
with the supply 
chain

Staying up to 
date

Identifying data 
requirements

ERP 
implementation 
and procedures

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CLAUDIA:The differences on plastic (packaging) taxes within Europe and the various elements to consider make it difficult for businesses to be in control of plastic packaging taxes. Especially, businesses that operate in multiple countries within Europe will be confronted with challenges. These include:Staying up to dateWith the EU developments as well as national developments to consider, plastic (packaging) taxes and EPR schemes in Europe are a fast-changing and complex legislative landscape. With specialist form the PwC network in all Member States, we can help ensure that businesses are up to date. Also, tools such as our Green taxes and incentives tracker can help with this.Identifying data requirementsTo comply with reporting obligations it is important to understand the data requirements and assess whether this data is readily available. We can help identify the data requirements and have experience with performing gap assessments to determine whether this data is readily available. With the wide range of expertise available in PwC, such a gap assessments can go beyond the scope of plastic (packaging) taxes, as reporting obligations such as the CSRD will also require that data is available on for instance plastics, recyclability and packaging. ERP implementation and proceduresThe differences within Europe and the various elements to consider make it difficult for businesses to ensure that processes and procedures are in place and up to date. It also makes it complicated to ensure that the necessary data is collected and readily available from ERP systems, whereas procedures and implementation into the ERP system can help ensure that a business is in control of plastic (packaging) taxes. Interdependencies with supply chain and other taxesPlastic (packaging) taxes are strongly connected to the supply chain. We can help identify interdependencies with the broader supply chain and other taxes, such as VAT and Customs.  Which is especially relevant when any changes to the supply chain are being considered. 
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Subsidies / public funding06
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Piloting & 
DemonstrationResearch Development Scale up / 

Investment
Roll-out / 

Exploitation 

Horizon Europe

EU Recovery & Resilience Fund

R&D: Innovation Box and R&D tax credits
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Multiple EU and NL tax & cash incentives for ESG driven capital investments

ETS Innovation Fund
Connecting Europe Facility 

(CEF)
Life +EIC Accelerator

Eurostars ERDF

EIA/MIA
SDE++

DEI+Top Sector Energy 
Studies Reduction

HER+ VEKIMOOI Growth Fund

EU and NL incentive schemes along the capital project life cycle 
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Impact
The Plan will allow for increased subsidy and incentive support on Member 
State and EU levels, in combination with permitting support. Although the 
details are under development, the entire EU net-zero industry, from the 
supply chain to electricity market, will benefit from this plan. 

Context

What

The Plan is a direct response to similar policies abroad, specifically in 
the US (USD 360bn), China (USD 280bn) and Japan (USD 145bn). In light 
of these foreign schemes, the limitations to industrial support in the EU 
internal market are seen as too limiting for renewable energy investments 
to compete effectively.

The Green Deal Industrial Plan shapes the framework for the EU’s net-zero 
industrial transformation by further supporting the roll-out of 
renewables, including the supporting supply chain and energy 
infrastructures.

Green Deal Industrial Plan
Relaxation of state aid frameworks for renewable energy production and supporting supply chain
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Green deal industrial plan

Ta
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Regulatory updates allowing MS to support funding net zero projects and the manufacturing supply chain

National subsidy programs to be developed

1st Pillar - A predictable and simplified    
Regulatory Framework

Overview four pillars 
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Overview Green Deal Industrial Plan

2nd Pillar - Faster access to 
sufficient funding

3rd Pillar (enhance skills of workforce) and 4th Pillar (improve trade & resilient supply chains)

1. A Net-Zero Industry Act - simplify regulatory environment for production of green technologies such as 
batteries, windmills, heat pumps, solar, electrolysers, carbon capture and storage technologies.

2. A Critical Raw Materials Act - secure the supply of raw materials critical to the manufacturing of green 
technologies.

3. A reform of the electricity market design - guarantee predictable and reasonably low energy costs

1. Simplification of aid for renewable energy deployments
2. Simplification of aid for decarbonising industrial processes
3. Enhanced investment support schemes for the production of strategic green technologies
4. Targeted aid for new production projects in strategic green value chains

Through relaxing of state aid rules for selected sectors, mainly through revision of the GBER and IPCEI regulations.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Supporting the production of strategic equipment required for the net-zero transition (batteries, solar panels, wind turbines, heat-pumps, electrolysers and carbon capture usage and storage as well as the related critical raw materials necessary for the production of such equipment)
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Subsidy projects 

Carbon Capture 
projects for 

chemicals and 
waste incinerators

Investments in new 
energy efficient 

equipment 

Hydrogen 
Electrolyzers

Electrification of 
transport fleet 

Roll out rooftop 
solar PV 

investments for 
large Real Estate 

investors

Demonstration 
projects 

Setting up an 
Incentives Control 

Framework 

Waste Water 
Treatment plant 
with significant 

increase of biogas 
production
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Wrap-up07
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Three key actions to take away

Understanding the impact of the Fit for 55 
package (and reporting obligations) key 
for many companies

Determining scope 1, 2 and 3 footprint 
increasingly important 

Decarbonisation business case should 
include all relevant taxes and incentives 
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Questions?
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Closing

● Questions? Please contact your PwC advisor or 
let us know in the evaluation of this webcast.

● View this webcast or presentation at a later stage
● Stay up to date: register for our PwC Tax Newsletter on pwc.nl
● ‘State of Tax’ webcast series continues on pwc.nl/evenementen
● Please fill in the evaluation form

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This brings us to the end of this webcast.We have received many questions…... (possibly a few more questions……….). Questions that we have not got around to today will be answered by e-mail afterwards.You can view this webcast at a later stage via our website and download the slides. We would appreciate if you would fill out the evaluation form, that will pop-up after this webcast.Finally, I would like to thank the speakers for their contribution. And of course thank you very much for participating in the webcast, see you soon! 

https://www.pwc.nl/en/evenementen/webcast-series-state-of-tax.html
https://www.pwc.nl/en/newsletters.html
https://www.pwc.nl/en/evenementen/webcast-series-state-of-tax.html
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Evaluation

● How would you rate this webinar on a scale from 1 to 10?
● The content was relevant. (Totally agree/Agree/Neutral/

Disagree/Totally agree)
● Do you have any suggestions and/or comments?
● Do you have specific questions and would you like 

us to contact you?
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Niels Muller
Partner EU&R Tax lead  / ESG

T +31 6 51600861
E niels.muller@pwc.com

Sander Borremans
Senior Manager Indirect Taxes

T +31 6 10294275
E sander.borremans@pwc.com

Claudia Buysing Damste
Partner Indirect Taxes / Customs

T +31 6 51030463
E claudia.buysing.damste@pwc.com

Contacts 

Juliette Marsé
Director Tax  EU&R

T +31 6 34196108
E juliette.j.marse@pwc.com

Mohammed Azouagh
Senior Manager Tax, Incentives 
and Sustainability

T +31 6 23803654
E mohammed.azouagh@pwc.com

mailto:niels.muller@pwc.com
mailto:sander.borremans@pwc.com
mailto:claudia.buysing.damste@pwc.com
mailto:juliette.j.marse@pwc.com
mailto:mohammed.azouagh@pwc.com
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Thank you!

© 2023 PwC. All rights reserved. Not for further distribution without the permission of PwC. “PwC” refers to the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International 
Limited (PwCIL), or, as the context requires, individual member firms of the PwC network. Each member firm is a separate legal entity and does not act as agent of PwCIL or any 
other member firm. PwCIL does not provide any services to clients. PwCIL is not responsible or liable for the acts or omissions of any of its member firms nor can it control the 
exercise of their professional judgment or bind them in any way. No member firm is responsible or liable for the acts or omissions of any other member firm nor can it control the 
exercise of another member firm’s professional judgment or bind another member firm or PwCIL in any way.
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